How to Read the Neptune E-Coder® Register

To read your Neptune E-Coder® register, expose the solar panel to sunlight or shine a bright light (i.e. flashlight or cell phone flashlight), and the display will activate.

When activated, the LCD display will first show a segment test:

This screen will be followed by the display of the E-Coder’s manufacturing configuration, followed by two (2) reading screens:

Reading - Shows the current read with comma separators and decimal place, after initial activation this screen displays for 20 seconds before toggling to Rate Screen. Each additional Read Screen displays for 8 seconds. The below image shows a reading value of 179.21 (one hundred, seventy-nine) US gallons.

Flow Rate - When the screen toggles, the rate of flow is visible and is shown in gallons per minute for four seconds. Then it toggles back to the read screen. The image below shows a flow rate of 50.7 (fifty) gpm.